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ABSTRACT 
As the data on the digital world is increasing day by day, people are not satisfied with the old image retrieval system as it is 
leading to inefficient and inappropriate results. Hence, the new concept of Content Based Image Retrieval (CBIR) has come 
up. In the new method, the search is based on the content of the image like shape, pattern and color etc., and not on the 
metadata such as keywords, tags or description. So today people trust the CBIR techniques for exact and fast retrieval. Fuzzy 
technique, color histogram, texture and edge density are introduced for accurate and efficient results 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Content Based Image Retrieval (CBIR) is the technology which is used to manage the huge digital image 
databases base on the visual component. These visual components are usually called as the features of the 
images on user’s request in the form of query image. Hence by this definition the any search engines and any 
annotation engines falls under the umbrella of content based image retrieval. Hence the most common use of 
CBIR is image search engine based on the visual. As today’s digital world is increasing day by day and trillions 
of images are being produced, there is very much requirement of new methods to archive and access this data. 
Conventional databases use keywords, tags and manually annotated descriptions to search the images. Instead of 
using conventional features like keywords, tags we are going to use the basic features of image i.e. color and 
shape. This system expects the input as Query by Example (QBE) and any feature can be selected for retrieval. 
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The focus is to build a efficient CBIR system using low level features. These are mean, median, and standard 
deviation of Red, Green, and Blue channels of color histograms. 

2. NEED 
Content based image retrieval system is necessary because most of the conventional web based search engine 
search the image based on the meta data which may not give the exact results, because this traditional method 
image is annotated manually and sometimes it is not possible to describe the theme of the image in the single 
keyword. Consider the following example. When one want to search a black rose then search result will also 
include some irrelevant images. 

 

Fig.1 Introduction To Existing System 

 

Also it is a manual way of doing it, there is a great possibility of annotating them inaccurately. The content 
based image retrieval (CBIR) seems to have originated in 1992 when it was used by T. Kato to describe 
experiments into popular, rising research areas of the digital image processing.  

      Concept based image retrieval technology is used by most frequently used image search tools, such as 
Google and Yahoo search. The term “content based image automatic retrieval” is used for the automatic 
retrieval of images from a database, using the features like color and shapes present in the image. Since then the 
process of retrieving required images from database based on the fundamental features is described by this term. 

3. BASIC CONCEPT 

Our aim is to develop the content based image retrieval system in which the user will provide an image in 
the form of query. Now, features of the query image are retrieved. The features for target images (images in the 
database) are usually precompiled and stored as feature files. Then the features of the query image will be 
compared with the features of database images. The comparison is carried out using RGB values, HSV values 
and shape. We are developing our system in Matlab built software. 

 
Fig.2 Working of System 
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     The CBIR technology can be used in several applications such as digital libraries, finding criminal records, 
law enforcement on photo sharing sites. Such a system has great value in apprehending suspects and identifying 
victims in forensics and law enforcement. A possible application is matching a forensic sketch to a gallery of 
mug shot images. The area of retrieve images based on the visual content of the query picture intensive recently, 
which demands on the quite wide methodology spectrum on the area of the image processing. 
 

4. WORKING 

The retrieval methods based on text or keywords for the digital multimedia are less efficient than the retrieval 
methods based on the content of media. With more and more multimedia information appear on the Internet and 
other digital multimedia as well as human beings’ thirst for efficient and fast retrieval, based on contents 
multimedia information retrieval becoming the focus of the academe research as well as images retrieval of 
contents is one of the important study aspects of multimedia information retrieval.  

     Existing color-based general-purpose image retrieval systems mainly use histogram and region based search. 
And, histogram-based search methods are investigated in two different color spaces. A color space is defined as 
a model for representing color in terms of intensity values. Typically, a color space defines a one- to four- 
dimensional space. A color component, or a color channel, is one of the dimensions. Color spaces are related to 
each other by mathematical formulas. The two three-dimensional color spaces, RGB and HSV, are investigated. 
Our CBIR system involves the following three parts in system realization: build up feature extraction and store 
in database, search query image in the database, display the result in the order and deal with the results of the 
retrieval.  

     1) Extract features of the database images and store it into the database. Currently, the features that are used 
widely involve low level features such as color, texture and so on, the middle level features such as shape etc. 
We are using color and shape features. 

     2) When user will give a query image its feature will be extracted, the search engine will search the selected 
feature from the database and calculate the distance between query image and database image, then find several 
related images with the minimum similar distance. These resultant images will be used as input for further 
similarity comparison using shape feature. Shape feature of each image will be calculated dynamically. 

     3) After searching index the images obtained from searching due to the similarity of features, then return the 
retrieved images to the user and let the user select. If the user is not satisfied with the searching result, he can re-
retrieval the image again using another feature and searches database again. 

 

Fig.3 Detailed Project Plan 
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5. FUTURE WORK 
 

The retrieval efficiency and timing performance can be further increased if the image collection is trained (pre-
processed) and grouped using supervised learning such as classification or unsupervised learning such as 
clustering. With that, the image with high similarities in the feature space will be group together and result a 
smaller search space. This will greatly enhance the search time and precision. 

 

Fig.4 Flow Chart 
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